EXERCISE FOR NEXT CLASS:
Due on February 23

1- Lines
   1. Animate one line which falls like a tree trunk
   2. Animate one line which falls like a feather
   3. Animate one line which falls like a string

three separate animations
animate a simple line, not the actual object. I am interested in motion here, not figuration.
Use paths to figure the animation
Show what happens when each hits the ground.
Use momentum to express weight, speed and texture.
-- cf: Read Richard Williams: p35 to 40  260 /261

2- Bouncing ball
use path to show the ball’s action
use suash (when it hits the ground) and stretch (when it goes up again and before it hits the ground)
--Richard Williams p 93/95 and p 35/39
for the lazy ones:
http://www.idleworm.com/how/anm/01b/bball.shtml

*Bring your flipbook shot in digital format.

**Remember to bring your material for next class : paper, peg bar, field, pencils....